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Description 2024 Fleetwood RV Discovery LXE 40M, Fleetwood Discovery LXE Class A diesel
coach 40M highlights: Bath and a Half Full-Wall Slide Living Room Pop-Up LED TV
Fireplace Convection Microwave You will love traveling with friends and family in
this spacious and luxurious coach. The full rear bath features dual bath sinks, a
tile shower with a seat, plus a stackable washer and dryer. You will have plenty of
space for your clothes in the dual bedroom wardrobes, and the Encore Series
memory foam king bed is sure to bring comfort. The chef of your group will love
cooking in the kitchen on the two burner induction cooktop, and there is a pull-out
galley top here for more counter space. Your guests can relax on the sofa sleeper
with full mattress, the sofa, or dine at the free-standing dinette with Credenza.
There are four TV's found throughout this model, including an exterior
entertainment center with an added Bluetooth speaker! The Discovery LXE Class
A diesel motorhomes by Fleetwood RV features a Freightliner XCM chassis for
the ultimate in power, storage, and drivability. The swivel, recline, and heated
captain's seats provide comfort at every turn, and you'll have an OptiView
instrument panel, color backup monitor, and tuned SACHS® shocks for your
peace of mind. Each coach includes full pass-through basement storage,
automatic hydraulic leveling jacks, a four-color premium full-body paint, and
automatic entrance steps to name a few exterior comforts. The interior will have
you feeling right at home with its porcelain tile flooring, floor heat in the living
area, hardwood cabinetry, and polished solid surface galley countertop with
lighting.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 306707
VIN Number: 35326-306707
Condition: New
Length: 40
GVW: 36600
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 3

0 mi Diesel
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